Evolution Series E9000®
Motor Control Centers

The Evolution Series E9000 motor control center provides a safe, flexible and centralized means to protect and control motors. It delivers a 20% density improvement and 30% more wiring space over the 8000 Line, and its expanded drives and soft start features are a boon to users in water/waste water treatment, heavy industry, oil and gas/petrochemical, and process businesses.

- 65KAIC Minimum, 100KAIC Available
- Seismic Zone 4 Standard
- Plug-In Starters to Size 5
- Plug-In Feeders to 600A
- Snap-In Shelving for Buckets
- DeviceNet™ Communications
- Standard Drives Rated to 100KAIC without Fuses
- Size Reduction in Starters Sizes 3, 4 and 5
- Size Reduction in CB Feeders 150A and 250A
- Horizontal Bus to 2500A
- 850A Vertical Bus Available
- NEMA Standard ICS 2&3, UL 845

References
- Application Guide DET-291A
- Promotional Brochure DEA 334A
- Installation and Maintenance Manual DEH-40472
- Competitive Comparison DEC-066

Evolution Series E9000 is a registered trademark of the General Electric Company. DeviceNet is a trademark of the Open Vendor DeviceNet Association.